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Diesel Fired, Electric Hot Water Unit
This new high pressure cleaner in the
Hawk range should prove popular where a
static diesel fired hot water machine is
required. It is a very simple unit and can
be made lockable. Developed for a
customer who does not have the power
available for an electrically heated
machine, it has been seen by several
other people who have expressed great
interest. To fill the diesel tank, the lid has to
be opened. This feature allows control of
diesel usage.

Three Pump Unit
This triple-pump
unit was designed
for a customer who
has a problem with
water delivery to
the header tank.
Having a 200 Liter
tank allows the
pumps to run
longer before the
low-water-level cutout switch shuts
down the pumps.
A carwash unit designed to fit a
customer’s pump room and to allow
for easy servicing of the pumps.
Meet our staff
Jonas is the newest
member of our team
and originally comes
from the DRC. Whilst
working at Monitor
Distributors as a
stores clerk, he is
studying part time
towards his degree
in Civil Engineering.
We previously
sponsored his brother Joseph, enabling him to
complete his degree in Chemical Engineering.

The terrible truth
behind whipped
cream

Broad Based Black
Economic Empowerment
Approved
We view the BBBEE policy
to be important for the
growth and development
of our country. As such we
have recently undergone
an evaluation in order to
receive our BBBEE status.
Our accreditation agency
will be issuing the
certificate to us on Friday,
8th June 2007.

Seek the wisdom of the ages, but look at the world through the eyes of a child.

